
Saddle up, Buttercup!
What material of a saddle blanket makes the horse produce more sweat?

Purpose
Some ranchers and many people that ride horses use 
certain saddle blankets and usually have one that is 
their favorite. Saddle blankets are made of many 
different materials, some working more effectively 
than others. Some saddle blankets create more heat 
than others. The purpose of this project is to 
determine which saddle blanket makes the horse 
sweat the most depending on the material. 

Materials

Procedures

Conclusion

Results

Limitations

Hypothesis
If a woven saddle pad and a woven saddle blanket 
are used when riding, then  the wool pad will make 
the horse sweat more because it is thicker and 
traps more heat.

● Horse
● Wool pad
● Woven blanket
● Saddle 
● Metal scraper
● Measuring jar
● Camera 
● Notebook pencil

● Gather all materials
● Saddle horse with wool blanket 
● Warm horse up for 1 ½ hours 
● When that is done, take off the saddle and 

blanket and scrape off any excess sweat. 
● Measure the sweat in a container
● Keep the container closed tightly and 

somewhere safe.
● Then on a different day, with about the same 

temperature outside, do the same thing with 
the woven saddle blanket.

● Once the horse has been ridden and the 
sweat is recorded, keep the sweat in a 
tightly closed container.

● Record Results
● Repeat this process for 3 days on each 

blanket
● Analyze data
● Write Reports

In this project there were experimental 
limitations such as: weather, human 
error, animal instincts, and time for the 
project. The weather could have 
changed the amount of sweat 
produced, the way the horse 
performed, and the amount of heat 
trapped in the blanket or pad. The 
student could have made an error 
such as saddling the horse in a 
slightly different position. Then, the 
horse could have had an off day, or 
performed differently. The time for the 
project was varied and that could 
have had an effect of the limitation 
also. 

This experiment showed that a wool saddle pad can make 
a horse produce more sweat than a woven saddle blanket. 
With the wool pad there was sweat collected every time the 
horse was ridden. Using the woven blanket, there wasn’t 
any sweat any of the three times. Considering that the 
temperatures were slightly different each time. In conclusion 
my hypothesis was correct, the wool pad made more sweat 
than the woven blanket because the wool pad is thicker and 
traps more heat to the horse rather than the woven blanket 
that has more breathable material. If I did this experiment 
again, I would ride longer and do the experiment in the 
summer. I would also use different blankets and do my 
exercising pattern differently.




